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Outline Of Clinic Presentation
1. How I discovered Copland’s Down a Country Lane.
2. My knowledge about Aaron Copland and his music when I began studying Down a Country
Lane.
3. My discovery of works written by Copland and other composes in 1945 and 1962 and the
important world events which took place during these years.
4. Investigating the three versions of Down a Country Lane.
5. Preparation for Studying the Score: Score orientation.
6. My readings of the Down a Country Lane score (inner hearing – not readings of the piece
with an ensemble).
7. Analysis of the musical components in the Down a Country Lane score.
8. Forming an interpretation of Down a Country Lane: Assimilation of everything discover and
emotionally felt during my study of the piece.
9. Realizing my interpretation of Down a Country Lane in performance.
10. Summary/Coda

Example
10: Copland -aDown
Country
Example
1: Copland—Down
CountryaLane
(mm .Lane
1–6)
Suggested tempo: ( Œ = 76)

Suggested dynamic:

P

(mm. 1-6)
All instruments make slight ritard and
short breath pause/break at end of phrase

Add crescendo and diminuendo
in all instruments

Suggested dynamic:

P+
Add diminuendo
in all instruments

Rehearsal Letter B to Rehearsal Letter D (mm. 20–34)
The music moves forward (“a trifle faster”) at m. 20 (rehearsal letter B),
the suggested tempo is quarter note = 80. Copland reminds us that the
music should be played “simply.” To insure that the octave between the
solo flute and solo clarinet from mm. 20–24 is clearly heard, the clarinet
Add diminuendo
in all instruments
must play louder (‘mf–”). The alto saxophones 1, 2 and tenor saxophone
accompanying this solo line must play very softly (“p”). The bassoon
should exaggerate the grace notes to the fourth beat in mm. 20–22. There
should also be a poco ritard in m. 24. When conducting this measure I
conduct the third and fourth beats with subdivided conducting gestures
Remove slur from m. 4 to 5
and add
breath
pause/breakbeat (see Example 11).
and make a phrase break on the “+”
ofshortthe
fourth
Example
2: Copland—Down
(mm . 20–24)
Example
11: Coplanda-Country
DownLane
a Country
Lane

(mm. 20-24)

All dynamics from m. 5 through m. 10 must be observed and realized.
The French horn note (concert
mm. 7 and 8 is important and
SuggestedB-flat)
tempo: ( Œin
= 80)
should be increased to “mp” (marked “p” in the score). Additionally, the
other instruments playing in these measures (mm. 7 and 8) can make
their lines more expressive by adding a one-measure crescendo and a
one-measure diminuendo. There should also be a modest ritard in the
last two measures of this phrase.
Rehearsal Letter A to Rehearsal Letter B (mm. 11–19)
In both
the piano and wind band scores at m. 11 (rehearsal letter A),
Suggested dynamic: FCopland stipulates that the flow of the music should be broadened
(“Somewhat broader”). I suggest that it be played at a tempo of quarter-note = 72. The fuller instrumentation at m. 11 will aid the broadening of the tempo. At m. 11 the upper woodwinds must be clearly heard
(marked “mf ”) and the instruments playing the accompaniment should
never play louder than “mp.” At mm. 13 and 14 the volume should be
magnified but not overdone. The “cup mute color” of the trumpets at m.
14 and 15 must be heard; it enriches the music’s tone quality and texture.
A gradual diminuendo
in m. 15–19 to a niente along with a ritard in m.
Exaggerate
19 brings the first section of the piece to a close.
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Example
10: Copland -aDown
Country
(mm.
Example
3: Copland—Down
CountryaLane
(mm .Lane
35–40)
Suggested tempo: ( Œ = 76)

Suggested dynamic:

1-6)

All instruments make slight ritard and
short breath pause/break at end of phrase

Suggested dynamic:

Add crescendo and diminuendo
in all instruments

P

P+
Add diminuendo
in all instruments

Add diminuendo
in all instruments

Remove slur from m. 4 to 5
and add short breath pause/break

All dynamics from m. 5 through m. 10 must be observed and realized.
The French horn note (concert B-flat) in mm. 7 and 8 is important and
should be increased to “mp” (marked “p” in the score). Additionally, the
other instruments playing in these measures (mm. 7 and 8) can make
their lines more expressive by adding a one-measure crescendo and a
one-measure diminuendo. There should also be a modest ritard in the
last two measures of this phrase.
Rehearsal Letter A to Rehearsal Letter B (mm. 11–19)
In both the piano and wind band scores at m. 11 (rehearsal letter A),
Copland stipulates that the flow of the music should be broadened
(“Somewhat broader”). I suggest that it be played at a tempo of quarter-note = 72. The fuller instrumentation at m. 11 will aid the broadening of the tempo. At m. 11 the upper woodwinds must be clearly heard
(marked “mf ”) and the instruments playing the accompaniment should
never play louder than “mp.” At mm. 13 and 14 the volume should be
magnified but not overdone. The “cup mute color” of the trumpets at m.
14 and 15 must be heard; it enriches the music’s tone quality and texture.
A gradual diminuendo in m. 15–19 to a niente along with a ritard in m.
19 brings the first section of the piece to a close.
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Example
12:
Copland
- Down
a aCountry
Lane
(mm.
41-46)
Example
Copland
- aDown
Country
Lane
(mm. 41-46)
Example
4: 12:
Copland—Down
Country
Lane
Example
4: Copland—Down
a Country
Lane(mm .
(mm .41–46)
41–46)
Slightly
elongated
silence
Slightly
elongated
silence
onon
“+”“+”
of 2of 2

Gradually softer

Gradually softer

 at a atdynamic
level
a  dynamic
level

Gradually softer and slower

Gradually softer and slower

No break - carry over

No break - carry over

Must hear cup mute trumpets

Must hear cup mute trumpets
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